The dependence of the product of the first hyperpolarizability, ~, and the ground-state dipole moment, p, for a series of donor-acceptor polyenes with a large range of ground-state polarization, was measured in a variety of solvents by electric field induced second harmonic generation. The observed behavior of ~ã s a function of ground-state polarization agrees well with theoretical predictions, In particular, as a function of increasing polarization, ~0~ was found to first increase, peak in a positive sense, decrease, pass through zero, become large and negative and eventually peak in a negative sense.
It has been suggested that optimizing the first hyperpolarizability, requires a specific donor/acceptor strength for a given conjugated 4 "2 .
(1, of donor-acceptor compounds bridge. 1'3 For donor-acceptor polyenes, P can be maximized when an optimal degree of mixing between neutral and charge-separated 2 4 This degree of mixing is related to the donor/acceptor strength and a canonical resonance forms exists. ' molecular parameter, bond length alternation (BLA) defined as the difference between the average carboncarbon single and double bond lengths in the polymethine backbone. The degree of BLA arises from the linear combination, or mixing, of the two-limiting charge-transfer resonance forms of the molecule ( Figure   1 )4 For unsubstituted polyenes, or chromophores with weak donors/acceptors, the neutral canonical .
form is the dominant contributor to the ground state, resulting in large positive BLA. As the donor/acceptor strength increases, the charge-separated resonance structure contributes more to the ground state resulting in smaller BLA until both resonance forms contribute equally and the ground-state structure 5 Increasing the ground-state possesses essentially zero BLA analogous to a symmetrical cyanine.
polarization further results in the charge-separated canonical form dominating the ground-state structure, leading to negative BLA.
The relationship between (. 3 and BLA can be understood within the context of a two-state mode16 in which the dominant component of the ~ tensor is given as:
( 1) where g (e) is the index of the ground (charge-transfer excited) state, p and E are the dipole matrix element and transition energy between two subscripted states, respectively. It has been predicted 1'7 that as a function of increasing polarization (decreasing BLA), starting from the polyene limit (maximum positive BLA): (i) Ae. -~gg, starts positive, increases and reaches a positive peak (region A, Figure 2) ; (ii) decreases, (region B); (iii) continues to decrease, passing through zero at the cyanine-limit, becomes negative (region C); (iv) becomes increasingly negative (region D) and (v) exhibits a negative peak and decreases in magnitude (region E), It is also predicted that pie and l/E~e peak at the cyanine-limit ( Figure   . 2) and thus ~, which is a product of these three terms, exhibits positive and negative peaks closer to the cyanine-limit than where wee -Pgg) peaks. In this paper, molecular second-order nonlinear optical properties ofa series ofdonor-acceptor polyenes have been evaluated by electric field induced second harmonic generation (EFISH) to test the structure-property relationships proposed in Figure 2 . BLA can be fine-tuned by varying solvent polarity since mixing of the neutral and charge-separated canonical forms is sensitive to this perturbation. 10, 11, 14, 15 Non-resonant EFISH measurements of ~" ~ were performed, at 1907 nm, on 1-6 in solvents of 1 6 The p"j3 product and varying polarity using an apparatus and methodology described elsewhere. i3 absorption maxim"a as a function of the normalized solvent polarity parameter ET(30) are presented in Table I . The ~. ~ product of 1 increases with solvent polarity, consistent with the hyperpolarizability 11 The strength of the trend expected given the large BLA from previous structure determinations.
donor/acceptor pair is insufficient therefore to obtain the particular ground-state polarization or BLA required to optimize ~ in a positive sense. When the stronger dicyano moiety (2) replaces the aldehyde Electron donor/acceptor strength in the neutral form increases from 1-6. Et= C2H5 and Bu = n-C4H9. 
